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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to this overview of Career Roadmap basics. The purpose of this recording is to briefly describe Career Roadmap and address some the most common questions.
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Current Structure designed in 
mid 1970s

Over 2000 disconnected job 
classifications results in wide 
use of working titles and title 
inflation

Lack of standardization of 
job classifications makes it 
difficult to makes it difficult to 
compare internal jobs the 
external market

Employees want 
transparent career paths
as well as requirements and 
experiences needed for 
growth opportunities 

Our current state is not sustainable…

Inconsistent market pricing 
causes us to under pay 
(lose talent) or overpay 
(financial stewardship)

73% of respondents indicated 
they were not confident salary 
ranges reflected market 
competitive pay 

56% of respondents indicated 
they could not see a potential 
next step in their career in the 
current job catalog 

Lack of internal equity 
within similar jobs across 
units

Internal Job Classification: Market Relevancy: Employee Perception:

Why Career Roadmap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why does Ohio State need Career Roadmap? In short, the current state is not sustainable. Ohio State’s current pay and job structures for staff were developed more than 40 years ago.  Today we have more than 2,000 job classifications that are unclear, outdated, and not easy to apply in a consistent way. This inconsistency makes it difficult to ensure we are competitive with other employers. It also leads to confusion within our organization, creating titles that have no relevance for external candidates or staff wanting to advance internally.  In the most recent culture surveys, staff have consistently expressed concern about their ability to see a career path for themselves at Ohio State. We can do better for our staff. If these issues are not addressed, it will become more difficult for Ohio State to be an employer of choice.
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Burning Platform

 

Program Manager Job Description
To plan and manage a major continuing education or community service program, project or series

Classification Title
Program Manager 

Outdated Salary Grade
$38K - $63K

~400 employees 

Various Working Titles 

Alumni Relations Manager

Asst Dir Recruit & Diversity Svc

Asst Dir Trust & Estate Admin

Basketball Video Manager

College Registrar

Digitization Program Manager

Fire Safety Manager

Insurance Administrator

Salaries 
$41K - $127K

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of a job classification that is difficult to use.  We have nearly 400 Program Managers at Ohio State.  The job is defined as “To plan and manage a major continuing education/community service program.”  However, if you look at just a few of the working titles on the right-hand side, you’ll quickly see that many of them have nothing to do with managing a continuing ed or community service program, or even with each other.  In addition, the pay range hasn’t been updated in at least 10 years.  The resulting difference in pay from highest to lowest is tremendous.  A pay range that big, with positions so varied, makes it nearly impossible to ensure a balanced pay structure. We talk more about a pay structures in another video.
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Career Roadmap Objectives

Career Roadmap is a comprehensive job family model and compensation 
structure designed to attract and retain talent to the university

Career Roadmap will provide employees, managers and HR with: 

Visible Career Paths
‒ Career path opportunities seen through a new Career Framework for better talent discussions

Common Language
‒ A common way to describe jobs and career levels across the Campus and the Medical Center

Market Relevance
‒ Consistent alignment of jobs to market competitive salary structures for informed decision making

Over time, Career Roadmap will help leaders better address workforce needs
and enhance Ohio State’s reputation as an employer of choice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Career Roadmap is the approach we’re taking to do right by our staff and by our institution. So what is Career Roadmap? It is a model that includes most staff jobs and pay ranges. Career Roadmap will provide visible career paths and a common language for describing jobs and career levels, and it will align staff jobs to relevant labor markets. Importantly, this approach will be create greater consistency in the types of jobs and related pay, across academic campuses and the Wexner Medical Center.Over time, all this will help Ohio State better address workforce needs and support staff in their careers.
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Laying the Foundation: Career Framework

The Career Framework:
• Provides visibility to career 

paths
• Groups jobs in useful ways 
• Links Ohio State jobs to 

external benchmarks 

Term Description
Job Function Broad group of occupational disciplines

Sub Function Recognized occupational discipline

Career Band Individual Contributor Series People Leader Series

Career Band Technical Clinical Specialized Managerial Executive

Career Level

E5 N/A

E4 N/A

E3 N/A

E2 N/A

E1 N/A

M5 Expert*

S6 Principal* M4 Lead

S5 Expert M3 Senior

C4 Lead S4 Consultant M2 Experienced

C3 Senior S3 Senior M1 Entry

C2 Experienced S2 Experienced

T4 Lead C1 Entry S1 Entry

T3 Senior

T2 Experienced

T1 Entry

*Limited Roles

The Career Band and Career Level Guides provide definition and differentiation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two important elements of Career Roadmap are a career framework, that you can see on this slide, and a job catalog that I’ll show in a moment. The Career Framework is the basic template for all jobs in Career Roadmap. The Career Framework provides visibility to possible career paths, and it groups jobs based on their common purpose.  With the framework, we are introducing some terms that are new to Ohio State and will become part of our common language. A function is a broad grouping of occupational disciplines, like Finance or Information Technology. A subfunction is a recognized discipline within that subfunction. A career band further divides jobs to recognize the type of work (technical, clinical or specialized) and how the work gets done (primarily as an individual contributor or primarily by leading people). Technical jobs are usually operational or transactional in nature. Clinical jobs generally are in the health care field and require some kind of certification or licensure. Specialized jobs usually require expertise in a particular area with bachelor's degree or higher required. To be in the managerial band, an individual needs to have at least two total reports and accomplish most of their work by managing people. The final part of the framework is the career level, which illustrates career progression. To progress in your career, you do not need to complete all levels in a career band before moving to the next band. In addition, some of the individual contributor jobs are equivalent to the people leader jobs. Please note, not every Ohio State job has all the levels shown in the career band.  The career framework links Ohio State to external benchmarks, and our recorded learning session on market pricing has more detail about that.  
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Laying the Foundation: Career Framework

Below is an example of the Career Framework using the Finance Function and Accounting Subfunction.  
More information about he Career Framework can be found on the Career Roadmap Website 
https://hr.osu.edu/career-roadmap/career-framework/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of how the career framework works for an accountant. The overarching function is Finance. The subfunction is Accounting. An accountant could be an individual contributor in the technical or specialized band, or manage two or more others and accomplish most of their work through leading people. Now let’s look at the job catalog.

https://hr.osu.edu/career-roadmap/career-framework/
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Job Profiles draw upon the Career Framework
Job Catalog

Building on the Foundation: Job Profiles

Career Band Guide

Technical Clinical Specialized Managerial Executive
Performs work of technical, 
operational, or administrative 
nature

Work is performed within clearly 
established guidelines and 
procedures

Execution of work is dependent on 
guidance and decisions made by 
others

At Lead level may coordinate and 
review day-to-day work of others

Typically does not require a 
university degree but post secondary 
education or training may be useful 
or required

Requires the application of 
specialized expertise within a 
clinical profession to achieve results

Emphasizes in-depth knowledge, 
problem solving skills, and 
influencing skills

At more seasoned levels may lead 
functional or project teams or act as 
a working supervisor to other 
clinicians

Typically requires a university degree 
and clinical license, certification, or 
training

Requires the application of 
specialized expertise within a 
profession to achieve results

Emphasizes in-depth knowledge, 
project management, and 
influencing skills

At more seasoned levels may 
manage one or two direct reports or 
cultivate relationships to  produce 
optimal results

Typically requires a university degree 
or equivalent work experience that 
provides knowledge of fundamental 
theories, principles, and concepts

Accountable for business or 
operational processes and/or 
program management

Utilizes business acumen and 
industry or discipline knowledge to 
directly or indirectly influence others

Manages a team of three or more 
individuals who deliver work product 
related to an expected core 
competency of the leadership role

Leads a significant segment of the 
organization (function, unit, college)

Creates the vision and develops the 
strategy for the segment being led

Champions change and and 
strengthens core processes

Broad authority to act and commit 
the segment in regard to contracts, 
budgets, and operational objectives

People Leader SeriesIndividual Contributor Series
Work is primarily achieved through others with direct accountability for 
setting direction and deploying resources

Responsible for leading people including conducting performance 
management, reviewing pay, and typically making employment decisions

Work is primarily achieved through individual efforts or by participation on functional or project teams

May coordinate, influence, or review the work of others

May be the primary owner/authority on a given program or process

Career Level Guide
Entry Experienced Senior Consultant Master Expert

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

Profile

Applies academic theory to work

Develops competence by performing 
structured work assignments

Relies on a degree of professional 
experience 

Still acquiring higher level knowledge 
and skills

Fully experienced professional 

Typically the most prevalent job level 
within Career Band

Developing depth of specialization

Career may plateau at this level; 
barriers to entry may exist

Has acquired depth and breadth of 
specialization within field

Barriers to entry exist at this level

Thought leader within field of 
specialization

Significant barriers to entry and few 
positions available at this level

Knowledge

Applies basic concepts, principals, 
and technical capabilities to perform 
routine tasks

Utilizes general industry knowledge 
and limited professional experience 
in the application of concepts, 
principals, and technical capabilities 
to perform varied tasks

Applies industry knowledge and a 
thorough understanding of concepts, 
principals, and technical capabilities 
to perform tasks and projects

Applies developed industry 
knowledge and advanced 
understanding of concepts, 
principals, and technical capabilities 
to manage a wide variety of projects

May develop new practices, 
processes, metrics, or models

Utilizes broad and unique knowledge 
to creatively develop new practices, 
processes, metrics, models, or 
applications thereof

Provides specialized and sometimes 
unique expertise within field

Demonstrates unusual degree of 
creativity in developing highly 
advanced practices, processes, 
metrics, models, or applications 
thereof

Viewed internally and externally as 
expert within field 

Complexity

Works on projects of limited scope 
and complexity;  generally follows 
set procedures

Works on projects of moderate scope 
and complexity; applies judgment 
within defined parameters

Works on complex projects of large 
scope; may refer to precedents and 
defined parameters

Works on or may lead highly complex 
projects of large scope; provides 
solutions which may set precedent

Projects may have significant and 
long-term impact

Leads highly complex projects of 
large scope; projects may be cross- 
functional; provides solutions which 
set precedent

Projects have significant and long-
term impact

Directs unusually complex, cross-
functional projects of significant 
scope

Projects are business critical having 
high risk profile and long-term 
implications

Autonomy

Works under direct supervision and 
receives detailed instructions

Receives general guidance; may 
receive more detailed instruction on 
new projects

Work reviewed for sound reasoning 
and accuracy

Completes routine work 
independently; receives general 
guidance on new projects

Work reviewed for purpose of 
meeting objectives

Independently determines method 
for completion of new projects; 
receives guidance on overall project  
objectives

May provide guidance to less 
experienced colleagues

Independently develops 
methodology for others to follow

Consults with management to 
determine project objectives with 
long-term implications
 
Provides guidance to less 
experienced colleagues

Acts independently to determine 
objectives and discover business 
issues and opportunities

Develops long-term business 
objectives

Leads others by influence

Interaction

Exchanges information on routine 
matters

Exchanges information on routine 
and non-routine matters

Exchanges information on sensitive 
matters 

Works to build consensus

Conveys difficult, complex, or 
sensitive information; facilitates 
productive dialogue

Persuades others to consider 
different options

Facilitates broad dialogue often 
across teams or departments on 
difficult, complex, or sensitive 
matters

Persuades others to consider various 
options and drives matter to 
conclusion

Facilitates broad dialogue, includig 
senior leaders, across teams and 
departments on difficult, complex, or 
sensitive matters

Persuades leadership to consider 
various options and drives matter to 
conclusion

Typical 
Education

BA, BS, or equivalent experience BA, BS, or equivalent experience BA, BS, or equivalent experience BA, BS, or equivalent experience

Advanced degree may be desirable

BA or BS

Advanced degree may be required

BA or BS

Advanced degree often required

Typical 
Minimum 
Experience

0-2 years 2-4 years 5-8 years 8-12 years 12+ years 15+ years

Career Level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The job catalog includes job profiles for around 3,800 jobs at Ohio State. Here is an example using an IT job. [Click 1]The essential nature of the job is described by the function and subfunction. [Click 2 and 3]The career band and level describe what the work is and how it is being accomplished. The dimensions in the career band and level guide, the two images at the left, help describe the separate bands and levels. I’ll say more about those dimensions shortly.Job profiles like this one provide a consistent and succinct description of each Career Roadmap job.  The job profile together, with an individual’s position description, will fully describe each role.  The job profile is a broad description of a role. Position descriptions are incorporate unit-specific needs.
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Career Roadmap Basics

Work Dimensions Key Concepts

• View the Career Band and Level Guides at 
hr.osu.edu/career-roadmap/career-framework

• Career level guides consistently differentiate career levels

• Work dimensions are a part of the career level guide and 
describe aspects common to all jobs

• Work dimensions provide a structured framework for 
career level discussions and consistent decision making

• Work dimensions must be applied uniquely to each 
occupational discipline 

• Work dimensions don’t provide a formula or scoring 
system to determine career level.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I encourage you to become familiar with the Career Band and Level Guides on the career roadmap website.  These guides will help you understand how work is defined within the Career Framework using 7 dimensions – profile, knowledge, complexity, impact, interaction, education and experience.  By considering how each dimension applies to jobs in the same field, you can more easily differentiate career levels. Importantly, there is no formula or scoring system. However, work dimensions can be used in discussions about career goals, leadership decisions and performance management. 

http://hr.osu.edu/career-roadmap/career-framework
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The Journey to Completion

Thank you for your time with this learning 
session.

Check out our other videos at 
hr.osu.edu/career-roadmap/resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time with this learning session. Our other videos cover other Career Roadmap topics, such as titling, pay structures, and applicable laws and regulations.

http://hr.osu.edu/career-roadmap/resources
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